
Misc. (Crl) Case No. 63 of 2021 
 
 
 
02-03-2021    Seen the petition No. 291/21 filed by one Kushal Boro 

seeking bail of Robindra Boro, who has been cooling his heels in 

judicial custody since 11-02-2021, in connection with GR Case No. 

74/1999, u/s 121/121(A) IPC read with section 10/13 ULA (P) Act.  

   I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for both 

sides. Also gone through the contents of the case record.  

   Case record reveals that it is a very old pending case 

pending since 1999.  

   The allegation in the FIR is that accused being the 

member of unlawful outfit allegedly demanded money from different 

persons to raise fund for carrying out illegal activities of the NDFB but 

accused have been nabbed by Military personnel during operation and 

sufficient materials were allegedly found for having been involved  in 

anti-national activities. It is further alleged that accused are hardcore 

criminals.  

   Case record reveals that accused has been produced in 

the court of the learned SDJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur, on the strength of 

Production Warrant issued against the accused person on 19-02-2021 

and since then accused has been in judicial custody.  

   Learned counsel for the accused submitted that the 

accused is a local person having his family and there is no chance of 

causing hamper or temper in the course of trial. He will abide by any 

conditions if enlarged on bail.  

   Taking into consideration the factual backdrop of the 

case and the submissions of the learned counsel, it transpires that 

though it is an old pending case, the allegations appears to be serious 

but at this stage putting the accused in judicial custody is not 



warranted for the purpose of trial being the local person and is ready 

and willing to furnish sufficient security.  

   Considering all the aspects, accused Robindra Boro is 

enlarged on bail of Rs. 20,000/- with one local surety of like amount 

on condition that he shall regularly attend the court and assist the 

court in speedy disposal of the case.  

   Send back the case record.  

This Misc.(Crl) case is disposed of accordingly.  

 
 
 

 
            (C.B. Gogoi) 

       Sessions Judge,  
                Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
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